SAFETY STRAPS

The Safety Straps are another Sorinex Original and industry first. A deep understanding of load angles and force variation sparked this specific creation. The length of the straps creates slack at a very specific angle to absorb maximal load and force. Safer bench, squat, pulls and presses are must-have for the modern day training environment. Micro adjustments via 1" holes allow angled strap positioning to protect your neck while benching. Macro adjustments allow for all pulling and pressing to be performed inside the rack. Increase the longevity of your bars, minimize wear on the knurling and lower the risk in your training environment with our Safety Straps.

SPECIFICATIONS

- **LENGTH**: DH: 32", XL: 42", BC: 43"
- **WIDTH**: 3"
- **FITS**: OLYMPIC BARS
- **MATERIAL**: NYLON
- **INCLUDES**: Safety Strap (2), Shackles (4), Hardware

FEATURES

- SECURE SELF-LOCKING DESIGN
- LOAD RATED FOR 10,000 LBS EACH
- SORINEX ORIGINAL DESIGN